Abstract: This paper focuses on the design and optimization of the axial distribution of the circumferential groove casing treatment (CGCT). Effects of the axial location of multiple casing grooves on the flow structures are numerically studied. Sweep and lean variations are then introduced to the blade tip, and their influences on the grooves are discussed. The results show that the ability of the CGCT to relieve the blockage varies with the distribution of grooves, and the three-dimensional blading affects the performance of both the blade and the CGCT. Accordingly, a multi-objective optimization combining the CGCT design with the sweep and lean design is conducted. Objectives, including the total pressure ratio and the adiabatic efficiency, are set at the design point; meanwhile, the choking mass flow and the near-stall performance are constrained. The coupling between the CGCT and the blade is improved, which contributes to an optimal design point performance and a sufficient stall margin. The sweep and lean in the tip redistribute the spanwise and chordwise loading, which enhances the ability of the CGCT to improve the blade's performance. This work shows that the present CGCT-blade integrated optimization is a practical engineering strategy to develop the working capacity and efficiency of a compressor blade while achieving the stall margin extension.
Introduction
The compressor of modern aero-engines has a high stage loading to fulfill the requirement of a high thrust-weight ratio. A high stage loading increases the potential risks of tip stall in some rotors [1] . A casing treatment is usually adopted to enhance the rotor's stability when the stall margin of the tip-critical rotor is insufficient. Two types of casing treatment, namely, axial slots and circumferential grooves (see Figure 1) , are commonly used. Although the circumferential groove casing treatment (CGCT) typically generates less stall margin improvement, it has a smaller efficiency penalty and greater mechanical integrity than axial slots [2, 3] . Consequently, a CGCT is more practical than axial slots if the efficiency cannot be sacrificed.
The mechanism of a CGCT for extending the stall margin is relevant to the alteration of the flow structures near the blade tip. Rabe and Hah [4] conducted experimental and numerical investigations on a rotor with three different CGCT configurations. They found that the CGCT could reduce the incidence angle and suppress the flow separation. Müller et al. [5] simulated four CGCT configurations under both design and off-design conditions, and they noticed that the grooves segmented the tip leakage vortex (TLV) and alleviated the blockage, which delayed the spillage of the low-energy fluid from the leading edge of the adjacent blade. Sakuma et al. [6] studied the effects of a single segmented the tip leakage vortex (TLV) and alleviated the blockage, which delayed the spillage of the low-energy fluid from the leading edge of the adjacent blade. Sakuma et al. [6] studied the effects of a single circumferential groove with different axial locations on NASA Rotor 37. They concluded that the CGCT reduced both the tip loading and the momentum of the tip leakage flow.
(a) (b) Figure 1 . Illustration of axial slots and circumferential grooves in a top view: (a) axial slots; (b) circumferential grooves.
The axial location of the circumferential grooves significantly affects the rotor's performance. However, the design guidelines for the CGCT's axial distribution have not been unified. Houghton and Day [7] examined the effects of a single circumferential groove at different axial locations. They reported that whereas the groove located at the 8% and 50% points of the axial tip chord length ( , ) achieved the maximum stall margin improvement, the groove near the leading edge, near the trailing edge, and at the 18% point of were inefficient. The research carried out by Du et al. [8] showed that the groove located between the 50% and 60% points of was the most effective for the stall margin extension; however, the groove located at approximately 20% point of was actually harmful to the rotor's stability. Choi [9] tested a single casing groove at different positions. The groove installed near the leading edge was found to be the most effective for expanding the stable operating range with a small efficiency loss. The numerical study of Mao et al. [10] shows that a single groove located within the front 40% point of had obvious benefits to the efficiency and stall margin. Although the axial location of the CGCT plays a significant role in affecting the rotor's performance and stability, there is not an acknowledged conclusion on this issue. Nevertheless, most of the previous studies used a single circumferential groove to simplify the analysis of the effects of the CGCT's axial location on a stall. Those researchers [4, 11, 12] who used multiple grooves to seek a larger stall margin improvement and higher peak efficiency usually chose to adjust the depth and width of each groove while fixing their axial locations. Because the effects of multiple grooves are by no means a simple accumulation of the individual grooves' effects [13] , it is necessary to fill the gap between the single groove study and the practical application of multiple grooves. In this paper, efforts are made to design and optimize the axial distribution of multiple grooves, which also contributes to the understanding of the CGCT's influences on the stall.
The benefits of a CGCT are obtained by altering the tip flow structures. The flow structures near the blade tip are also affected by the 3D shape of the blade. Researchers [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] have found that sweeps and leans can suppress the shockwave-boundary layer interaction, redistribute the spanwise loading, reduce the accumulation of the low energy fluids near the casing and impact the strength of the TLV and the secondary flow. Thus, the three-dimensional (3D) blade design is supposed to interact with the CGCT design. Houghton and Day [7] proposed the idea combining the casing treatment design with the blade design to maximize the effectiveness of the casing treatment. Recently, Hah [19] studied the inner workings of axial slots and suggested that casing treatments could be designed by optimizing the casing groove shape and the blade loading near the tip. However, the topic of the CGCT-blade integrated design or optimization has been rarely studied in the open literature. It is noteworthy that only Kim et al. [11] and Goinis and Nickle [20] have done some pioneer work in this field. Moreover, with the increasing use of 3D blading techniques in modern compressor rotors and fans, the CGCT design should consider the interactions between the grooves and a swept or leaned blade. With this motivation, effects of the sweep and lean on the CGCT The axial location of the circumferential grooves significantly affects the rotor's performance. However, the design guidelines for the CGCT's axial distribution have not been unified. Houghton and Day [7] examined the effects of a single circumferential groove at different axial locations. They reported that whereas the groove located at the 8% and 50% points of the axial tip chord length (C ax, tip ) achieved the maximum stall margin improvement, the groove near the leading edge, near the trailing edge, and at the 18% point of C ax were inefficient. The research carried out by Du et al. [8] showed that the groove located between the 50% and 60% points of C ax was the most effective for the stall margin extension; however, the groove located at approximately 20% point of C ax was actually harmful to the rotor's stability. Choi [9] tested a single casing groove at different positions. The groove installed near the leading edge was found to be the most effective for expanding the stable operating range with a small efficiency loss. The numerical study of Mao et al. [10] shows that a single groove located within the front 40% point of C ax had obvious benefits to the efficiency and stall margin. Although the axial location of the CGCT plays a significant role in affecting the rotor's performance and stability, there is not an acknowledged conclusion on this issue. Nevertheless, most of the previous studies used a single circumferential groove to simplify the analysis of the effects of the CGCT's axial location on a stall. Those researchers [4, 11, 12] who used multiple grooves to seek a larger stall margin improvement and higher peak efficiency usually chose to adjust the depth and width of each groove while fixing their axial locations. Because the effects of multiple grooves are by no means a simple accumulation of the individual grooves' effects [13] , it is necessary to fill the gap between the single groove study and the practical application of multiple grooves. In this paper, efforts are made to design and optimize the axial distribution of multiple grooves, which also contributes to the understanding of the CGCT's influences on the stall.
The benefits of a CGCT are obtained by altering the tip flow structures. The flow structures near the blade tip are also affected by the 3D shape of the blade. Researchers [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] have found that sweeps and leans can suppress the shockwave-boundary layer interaction, redistribute the spanwise loading, reduce the accumulation of the low energy fluids near the casing and impact the strength of the TLV and the secondary flow. Thus, the three-dimensional (3D) blade design is supposed to interact with the CGCT design. Houghton and Day [7] proposed the idea combining the casing treatment design with the blade design to maximize the effectiveness of the casing treatment. Recently, Hah [19] studied the inner workings of axial slots and suggested that casing treatments could be designed by optimizing the casing groove shape and the blade loading near the tip. However, the topic of the CGCT-blade integrated design or optimization has been rarely studied in the open literature. It is noteworthy that only Kim et al. [11] and Goinis and Nickle [20] have done some pioneer work in this field. Moreover, with the increasing use of 3D blading techniques in modern compressor rotors and fans, the CGCT design should consider the interactions between the grooves and a swept or At the full rotational speed, the corrected choking mass flow of the rotor is approximately 10.1 kg/s and the design mass flow rate is 9.67 kg/s. In addition, the actual mean tip clearance used in the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation is 0.6858 mm. The ND-TAC rotor is tip-critical and it exhibits a spike-type stall behavior [23] . The application of a CGCT to enhance the stability of the ND-TAC [24, 25] has demonstrated the effectiveness of CGCTs in this rotor. However, the variation of the design point performance resulting from CGCT was not discussed, or of concern. This paper focuses on the design and optimization of the axial distribution of a CGCT with consideration of the 3D blading design, which aims at developing a novel CGCT-blade integrated optimization strategy to improve the design point performance while extending the stall margin.
In this paper, the sweep and lean are introduced to the blade tip to investigate the effects of 3D blading on the CGCT design. The sweep is defined as the shift of the airfoil section along the local chord line. The upstream shift is called the forward sweep, and the downstream shift is the backward sweep. The movement of the section that is perpendicular to the local chord line is defined as the lean. If the direction of the lean is towards the pressure side, the lean is defined as a positive lean; otherwise, it is a negative lean.
The blade is generated by a third-order B-spline interpolation based on fourteen airfoils stacked from the hub to the casing. The sweep and lean are manipulated by two third-order Bezier curves. The values of the sweep and lean are defined by the percentage of the baseline-blade mean chord length L and the baseline-blade mean leading-trailing edge deviation ∆(r·θ), respectively. Initially, the leading edge (LE) and corresponding trailing edge (TE) for each baseline 2D airfoil are expressed in cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z). Then, L and ∆(r·θ) are calculated by Equations (1) and (2), respectively:
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Next, the values of L and ∆(r·θ) of all of the 2D airfoils are averaged to obtain the mean value for the baseline blade. The above definitions of the sweep and lean adopted in this paper are essentially consistent with the conventional method that defines the sweep and lean by the absolute axial displacement and the circumferential angle. Still, the geometry changes defined by the relative variation can be more intuitive. Figure 2a ,b illustrate the distributions of the sweep and lean along the blade span. The abscissa is the percentage of the mean chord length and the mean deviation. Both the sweep and the lean are regulated by five equally distributed control points from root to tip. In this study, only the control point at the blade tip is variable, which causes the 3D shape of the last 35% of the blade span to be affected by the sweep and lean variations.
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(a) (b) Figure 2 . Illustration of the parameterization of the sweep and lean: (a) The sweep; (b) the lean.
With respect to the CGCT design, the groove number, width and depth of the grooves are fixed. Only the axial coverage of the CGCT is variable. The parameterization of the CGCT is shown in Figure  3 . The groove number, along with the depth and width of each groove are given in the right side of the figure. The distance between any two adjacent grooves remains equal, to facilitate the manufacturing of the CGCT. In this figure, the abbreviation of "TG" means the tip gap. The depth of each groove is 4.04 times the tip gap size. The width of each groove is approximately equal to its depth. The dimension of the casing grooves refers to the previous research [24, 25] . A few CFD tests, which are not provided in this paper, were also carried out to ensure the rationality of the parameter selection. Note that the width and depth design are not the interest of this paper; thus, only the axial coverage of the overall CGCT configuration installed on the casing can be controlled by two variables and , which correspond to the distance between the first groove and the blade's leading edge and the distance between two adjacent grooves, respectively. The variables and are nondimensionalized by the axial chord length With respect to the CGCT design, the groove number, width and depth of the grooves are fixed. Only the axial coverage of the CGCT is variable. The parameterization of the CGCT is shown in Figure 3 . The groove number, along with the depth and width of each groove are given in the right side of the figure. The distance between any two adjacent grooves remains equal, to facilitate the manufacturing of the CGCT. In this figure, the abbreviation of "TG" means the tip gap. The depth of each groove is 4.04 times the tip gap size. The width of each groove is approximately equal to its depth. The dimension of the casing grooves refers to the previous research [24, 25] . A few CFD tests, which are not provided in this paper, were also carried out to ensure the rationality of the parameter selection. Note that the width and depth design are not the interest of this paper; thus, only the axial coverage of the overall CGCT configuration installed on the casing can be controlled by two variables k and s, which correspond to the distance between the first groove and the blade's leading edge and the distance between two adjacent grooves, respectively. The variables k and s are non-dimensionalized by the axial chord length C ax, tip .
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Numerical Methods
An in-house CFD code called NSAWET (Navier-Stokes Analysis based on Window-Embedment Technique) is employed to solve the 3D compressible Reynold averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equation. An improved version of the HLL-Riemann solver by restoring the contact surface (HLLC) is selected to compute the convective flux [26] . The third-order monotone upstream-centred scheme for conservation laws (MUSCL) [27] with a Van Albada limiter [28] is adopted to ensure accuracy on non-uniform and skew cells. The k-ω shear stress transport (SST) turbulence model [29] is used to compute the turbulent viscosity. Moreover, the time marching is achieved by the Lower-Upper Symmetric-Gauss-Seidel (LU-SGS) implicit algorithm [30] . When the CGCT is adopted, the flux exchange between the groove-casing interfaces are dealt with using an overlap-area weighted reconstruction method [31] . The accuracy of NSAWET as applied to turbomachinery has been validated by previous studies [24, 32, 33] .
The rotor is simulated in the single passage that is discretized by the multi-block structured mesh. The total pressure, total temperature, and axial flow angles are uniformly specified at the inlet boundary. With a given back pressure at the hub, a simplified radial equilibrium equation is employed to compute the radial distribution of the static pressure on the outlet plane. With a steady RANS, the stall point is approached by increasing the back pressure until a further 50 Pa increment will lead to an abrupt mass flow drop and the divergence of the computation. An automatic proportionintegration-differentiation (PID) conditioner [34] is embedded in the NSAWET code to adjust the back pressure until the mass flow converges to the target value at both the design point and the near-stall point.
The grid convergence study is conducted with three sets of meshes, corresponding to the coarse mesh, medium mesh, and fine mesh. The total grid numbers of the three sets of meshes are 73.6 million, 1.45 million, and 2.96 million, respectively. Figure 4 shows the details of the medium grid. The grid of circumferential grooves is shown in red, and the grid in the passage is shown in black. This set of mesh has 65 cells distributed along the whole blade span, and another 25 cells inside the tip gap in the radial direction. The wall unit y + of the first grid layer that is normal to the wall boundary, is strictly maintained below 1, in accordance with the requirements of the SST turbulence model. Each circumferential groove is discretized by a straight H block that has 40, 36, and 50 cells in the stream-, span-and pith-wise directions, respectively. Figure 5 gives a comparison between the CFD results and the experimental data. The uncertainty in the measured total pressure ratio (P t0, rat ), the measured total temperature ratio (T t0, rat ), and the measured mass flow are 0.5%, 0.5%, and 1.0%, respectively. Figure 5a ,b show the speed curve predicted by the three sets of meshes. All of the three meshes are capable of achieving a good agreement with the experimental data at the design point. The coarse mesh predicts a higher stall mass flow than the experimental data, due to the very sparse grid distribution in the passage. The speed curve obtained by the medium mesh is very close to the curve obtained by the fine mesh over the entire operating mass flow. The differences in the P t0, rat at the design point and the near-stall point between these two meshes are less than 0.15%, and this value reduces to 0.04% for the T t0, rat differences. The results of the medium and fine mesh show that the deviation of P t0, rat between CFD and experimental data occurs near the surge boundary. The present computation also slightly underestimates T t0, rat . These numerical errors may be caused by the drawbacks of the turbulence model and the insufficient ability of the steady RANS for precisely capturing the large separation under near-stall conditions. Despite the numerical errors, the whole tendency of the speed curve predicted by the medium mesh and fine mesh coincides with the experimental data from choke to stall. In Figure 5c ,d, the spanwise distributions of P t0, rat and T t0, rat predicted by the medium mesh at the downstream plane also show an acceptable agreement with the experimental data. To sum up, CFD results obtained by the medium mesh are close to the experimental data at the design point and the near-stall point. Because the optimization objectives are set at the design point, and the goal of the optimization is to gain a relative Energies 2018, 11, 2401 6 of 25 improvement based on the baseline blade, it is suitable to use the medium mesh to undertake CFD investigations to achieve a favorable balance between the accuracy and the computational cost. 
CGCT Application Tests
The effects of the CGCT and its axial coverage are first analyzed on the baseline blade that is installed with different CGCT configurations. Then, the sweep and lean are introduced to the blade tip. Influences of 3D blading on the performance of the CGCT are discussed. The mass flow rates of the design point and near-stall point are taken as 9.67 kg/s and 8.95 kg/s, respectively. The abbreviations adopted hereafter for each type of rotor are explained in Table 2 . Table 2 . Definitions of the individual abbreviations.
Name
Definition SW_* solid casing rotor, including SW_0, SW_FS, SW_BS, SW_PL and SW_NL CT_* CGCT configuration, including CT_a, CT_b, CT_c, CT_d and CT_e 0 baseline ND-TAC rotor FS re-stacked rotor with forward swept tip BS re-stacked rotor with backward swept tip PL re-stacked rotor with positive leaned tip NL re-stacked rotor with negative leaned tip
Effects of the CGCT on the Performance of the Baseline Blade
By increasing the parameter from 0 to 40% of , , five CGCT configurations with different axial coverage are generated. The parameter is fixed as 5% of , in all five of the CGCT configurations. Table 3 lists the axial coverages of these five CGCT configurations which are installed on the baseline blade. From CT_a to CT_e, the position of the CGCT is moved from the leading edge area to the trailing edge area. 
CGCT Application Tests
The effects of the CGCT and its axial coverage are first analyzed on the baseline blade that is installed with different CGCT configurations. Then, the sweep and lean are introduced to the blade tip. Influences of 3D blading on the performance of the CGCT are discussed. The mass flow rates of the design point and near-stall point are taken as 9.67 kg/s and 8.95 kg/s, respectively. The abbreviations adopted hereafter for each type of rotor are explained in Table 2 . 
Effects of the CGCT on the Performance of the Baseline Blade
By increasing the parameter k from 0 to 40% of C ax,tip , five CGCT configurations with different axial coverage are generated. The parameter s is fixed as 5% of C ax,tip in all five of the CGCT configurations. Table 3 lists the axial coverages of these five CGCT configurations which are installed on the baseline blade. From CT_a to CT_e, the position of the CGCT is moved from the leading edge area to the trailing edge area. The speed curves of the ND-TAC rotor with and without installing the CGCT are shown in Figure 6 . At both the design point and the near-stall point, all of the CGCT configurations improve both the total pressure ratio and the adiabatic efficiency (η). The stall mass flows of all of the grooved casing rotor are lower than that of the solid casing rotor. Specifically, the zoom-in of the stall point in Figure 6a shows that the stall mass flows of CT_a, CT_b and CT_c are very close. When the CGCT is moved to the trailing edge area, the ability of the CGCT to delay a stall dramatically decreases, which is reflected by the increased stall mass flows of CT_d and CT_e.
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The speed curves of the ND-TAC rotor with and without installing the CGCT are shown in Figure 6 . At both the design point and the near-stall point, all of the CGCT configurations improve both the total pressure ratio and the adiabatic efficiency ( ). The stall mass flows of all of the grooved casing rotor are lower than that of the solid casing rotor. Specifically, the zoom-in of the stall point in Figure 6a shows that the stall mass flows of CT_a, CT_b and CT_c are very close. When the CGCT is moved to the trailing edge area, the ability of the CGCT to delay a stall dramatically decreases, which is reflected by the increased stall mass flows of CT_d and CT_e. At the design point, the spanwise distribution of the total pressure ratio, as well as the adiabatic efficiency at 25% of the tip chord length downstream of the trailing edge are shown in Figure 7 . In Figure 7a , the CGCT decreases the total pressure ratio above 95% of the span but enhances the working capacity of the rest of the span, which demonstrates that the CGCT redistributes the spanwise loading. In Figure 7b , the increase of the efficiency concentrated in the blade tip indicates that the CGCT reduces the aerodynamic loss in the tip region. The baseline rotor installed with CT_e is found to have the highest total pressure ratio below 80% of the span and the highest efficiency above 90% of the span.
(a) (b) Figure 7 . Spanwise distribution of (a) the total pressure ratio, and (b) the adiabatic efficiency at the design point. At the design point, the spanwise distribution of the total pressure ratio, as well as the adiabatic efficiency at 25% of the tip chord length downstream of the trailing edge are shown in Figure 7 . In Figure 7a , the CGCT decreases the total pressure ratio above 95% of the span but enhances the working capacity of the rest of the span, which demonstrates that the CGCT redistributes the spanwise loading. In Figure 7b , the increase of the efficiency concentrated in the blade tip indicates that the CGCT reduces the aerodynamic loss in the tip region. The baseline rotor installed with CT_e is found to have the highest total pressure ratio below 80% of the span and the highest efficiency above 90% of the span.
(a) (b) Figure 7 . Spanwise distribution of (a) the total pressure ratio, and (b) the adiabatic efficiency at the design point. Spanwise distribution of (a) the total pressure ratio, and (b) the adiabatic efficiency at the design point. The design point performance and the stall mass flow of the ND-TAC rotor with different CGCTs installed are summarized in Table 4 . The performance improvement and the decrease of the stall mass flow due to the installation of different CGCTs are shown in Figure 8 . Although the grooved casing rotor 0 + CT_e has the most significant improvement in the design performance, the stall mass flow of 0 + CT_e is obviously higher than the corresponding stall mass flows of the other CGCT cases. The greatest difference between the five grooved casing rotors is more than 0.1% for the design point performance, and is more than 6% for the stall mass flow. In the present CGCT tests, the optimal performance at the design point and near-stall point are not obtained by the same CGCT configuration. The effectiveness of the CGCT varies with its axial coverage.
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The design point performance and the stall mass flow of the ND-TAC rotor with different CGCTs installed are summarized in Table 4 . The performance improvement and the decrease of the stall mass flow due to the installation of different CGCTs are shown in Figure 8 . Although the grooved casing rotor 0 + CT_e has the most significant improvement in the design performance, the stall mass flow of 0 + CT_e is obviously higher than the corresponding stall mass flows of the other CGCT cases. The greatest difference between the five grooved casing rotors is more than 0.1% for the design point performance, and is more than 6% for the stall mass flow. In the present CGCT tests, the optimal performance at the design point and near-stall point are not obtained by the same CGCT configuration. The effectiveness of the CGCT varies with its axial coverage. As indicated by Figure 8 , the differences between CT_c and CT_e in the design point performance and the stall mass flow are the most obvious. Thus, the flow fields of 0 + CT_c and 0 + CT_e are extracted for comparison and analysis. As indicated by Figure 8 , the differences between CT_c and CT_e in the design point performance and the stall mass flow are the most obvious. Thus, the flow fields of 0 + CT_c and 0 + CT_e are extracted for comparison and analysis.
In Figure 9 , the blockage at 93% of the span formed by the TLV after passing the shockwave is characterized by the relative Mach number contours. Common effects of CT_c and CT_e on the flow fields in the tip region are alleviations of blockages at both the design point and the near-stall point. When the mass flow decreases with the variation of the operating point, the behaviors of the low Mach number region in 0 + CT_c are basically unchanged (see Figure 9c,d) . By contrast, from the design point to the near-stall point, the low Mach number area in 0 + CT_e expands rapidly, and the average speed in this blockage region is also reduced (see Figure 9e ,f). The rapid growth of the blockage in 0 + CT_e implies that CT_e that locates between 40% of C ax,tip and 100% of C ax,tip is less effective at delaying the stall than CT_c that locates between 20% of C ax,tip and 80% of C ax,tip . However, at the design point, the blockage in 0 + CT_e is smaller than that in 0 + CT_c (see Figure 9c ,e), which indicates that CT_e is more helpful at relieving the blockage under a high-mass-flow condition than CT_c is. Therefore, the Mach number contours plotted in Figure 9 demonstrates that 0 + CT_e has a stronger working ability at the design point, but a smaller stall margin than 0 + CT_c has. In addition, the blockage that originates downstream of the shockwave and then extends to the aft-part of the pressure side (PS) is supposed to affect the blade's aft-loading. If the blade's chordwise loading is redistributed due to the 3D blading, the effectiveness of CGCT can be changed. In Figure 9 , the blockage at 93% of the span formed by the TLV after passing the shockwave is characterized by the relative Mach number contours. Common effects of CT_c and CT_e on the flow fields in the tip region are alleviations of blockages at both the design point and the near-stall point. When the mass flow decreases with the variation of the operating point, the behaviors of the low Mach number region in 0 + CT_c are basically unchanged (see Figure 9c,d) . By contrast, from the design point to the near-stall point, the low Mach number area in 0 + CT_e expands rapidly, and the average speed in this blockage region is also reduced (see Figure 9e, However, at the design point, the blockage in 0 + CT_e is smaller than that in 0 + CT_c (see Figure  9c ,e), which indicates that CT_e is more helpful at relieving the blockage under a high-mass-flow condition than CT_c is. Therefore, the Mach number contours plotted in Figure 9 demonstrates that 0 + CT_e has a stronger working ability at the design point, but a smaller stall margin than 0 + CT_c has. In addition, the blockage that originates downstream of the shockwave and then extends to the aft-part of the pressure side (PS) is supposed to affect the blade's aft-loading. If the blade's chordwise loading is redistributed due to the 3D blading, the effectiveness of CGCT can be changed. Figure 10 quantitatively compares the mass flow distribution along the span at the near-stall condition. It shows that both CT_c and CT_e increase the mass flow near the blade tip due to the reduction of the blockage. The mass flow of 0 + CT_c near the blade tip region is higher than that of 0 + CT_e, which demonstrates the conclusion drawn from Figure 9 that CT_c is more effective to alleviate the blockage at a low-mass-flow condition. It explains why 0 + CT_c presents a larger stall margin than 0 and 0 + CT_e. Moreover, Figure 10 also shows that the mass flow near the blade root is reduced by CGCT, which indicates that CGCT not only alters the tip flow field, but also changes the flow behaviors at the non-tip region. Along the trajectory of the TLV, seven planes perpendicular to the Z-axis are extracted, and the entropy contours on them at the design point are shown in Figure 11 . The yellow square in the figure encloses the cross-section where the core of the TLV interacts with the shockwave. Apparently, the entropy in this area of 0 + CT_e is less than the corresponding entropy of 0 + CT_c, which indicates that the strength of the shock-TLV interaction in 0 + CT_e is weaker than that in 0 + CT_c. Consequently, the high-entropy region marked by the dashed black square in the low-speed area of Figure 10 quantitatively compares the mass flow distribution along the span at the near-stall condition. It shows that both CT_c and CT_e increase the mass flow near the blade tip due to the reduction of the blockage. The mass flow of 0 + CT_c near the blade tip region is higher than that of 0 + CT_e, which demonstrates the conclusion drawn from Figure 9 that CT_c is more effective to alleviate the blockage at a low-mass-flow condition. It explains why 0 + CT_c presents a larger stall margin than 0 and 0 + CT_e. Moreover, Figure 10 also shows that the mass flow near the blade root is reduced by CGCT, which indicates that CGCT not only alters the tip flow field, but also changes the flow behaviors at the non-tip region. Figure 10 quantitatively compares the mass flow distribution along the span at the near-stall condition. It shows that both CT_c and CT_e increase the mass flow near the blade tip due to the reduction of the blockage. The mass flow of 0 + CT_c near the blade tip region is higher than that of 0 + CT_e, which demonstrates the conclusion drawn from Figure 9 that CT_c is more effective to alleviate the blockage at a low-mass-flow condition. It explains why 0 + CT_c presents a larger stall margin than 0 and 0 + CT_e. Moreover, Figure 10 also shows that the mass flow near the blade root is reduced by CGCT, which indicates that CGCT not only alters the tip flow field, but also changes the flow behaviors at the non-tip region. Along the trajectory of the TLV, seven planes perpendicular to the Z-axis are extracted, and the entropy contours on them at the design point are shown in Figure 11 . The yellow square in the figure encloses the cross-section where the core of the TLV interacts with the shockwave. Apparently, the entropy in this area of 0 + CT_e is less than the corresponding entropy of 0 + CT_c, which indicates that the strength of the shock-TLV interaction in 0 + CT_e is weaker than that in 0 + CT_c. Consequently, the high-entropy region marked by the dashed black square in the low-speed area of Along the trajectory of the TLV, seven planes perpendicular to the Z-axis are extracted, and the entropy contours on them at the design point are shown in Figure 11 . The yellow square in the figure encloses the cross-section where the core of the TLV interacts with the shockwave. Apparently, the entropy in this area of 0 + CT_e is less than the corresponding entropy of 0 + CT_c, which indicates that the strength of the shock-TLV interaction in 0 + CT_e is weaker than that in 0 + CT_c. Consequently, the high-entropy region marked by the dashed black square in the low-speed area of 0 + CT_e is smaller. The variations of the entropy distributions demonstrate that at the design point, CT_e is more effective at increasing the efficiency than CT_c is. The distributions of the relative total pressure ( , ), non-dimensionalized by the inlet total pressure in the tip clearance, are plotted in Figure 12 . Figure 12a shows that the improvement of , induced by CT_e after the 40% point of , is higher than the corresponding improvement for CT_c at the design point; however, at the near-stall point, Figure 12b shows that CT_c is more effective at increasing Figure 12 . Distribution of the non-dimensional relative total pressure in the tip gap at (a) the design point and (b) the near-stall point.
Effects of the Sweep and Lean on the Effectiveness of the CGCT
As shown in Table 4 , in terms of both the design point performance and the stall margin, the performance of CT_b is more satisfactory than the other CGCT configurations. In this section, CT_b is applied to four re-stacked rotor blades named FS, BS, PL, and NL to test the effects of the sweep and lean. The sweep and lean distributions adopted in this study are given in Figure 2 . The 3D shapes of the four blades are plotted in Figure 13 . Compared with the baseline ND-TAC blade, the control The distributions of the relative total pressure (P t0, rel ), non-dimensionalized by the inlet total pressure in the tip clearance, are plotted in Figure 12 . Figure 12a shows that the improvement of P t0, rel induced by CT_e after the 40% point of C ax, tip is higher than the corresponding improvement for CT_c at the design point; however, at the near-stall point, Figure 12b shows that CT_c is more effective at increasing P t0, rel after the 30% point of C ax, tip than CT_e is. The variation of P t0, rel in the tip clearance proves that the effectiveness of different CGCT configurations varies with the operating conditions. The distributions of the relative total pressure ( , ), non-dimensionalized by the inlet total pressure in the tip clearance, are plotted in Figure 12 . Figure 12a shows that the improvement of , induced by CT_e after the 40% point of , is higher than the corresponding improvement for CT_c at the design point; however, at the near-stall point, Figure 12b shows that CT_c is more effective at increasing Figure 12 . Distribution of the non-dimensional relative total pressure in the tip gap at (a) the design point and (b) the near-stall point.
As shown in Table 4 , in terms of both the design point performance and the stall margin, the performance of CT_b is more satisfactory than the other CGCT configurations. In this section, CT_b is applied to four re-stacked rotor blades named FS, BS, PL, and NL to test the effects of the sweep and lean. The sweep and lean distributions adopted in this study are given in Figure 2 . The 3D shapes of the four blades are plotted in Figure 13 . Compared with the baseline ND-TAC blade, the control 
As shown in Table 4 , in terms of both the design point performance and the stall margin, the performance of CT_b is more satisfactory than the other CGCT configurations. In this section, CT_b is applied to four re-stacked rotor blades named FS, BS, PL, and NL to test the effects of the sweep and lean. The sweep and lean distributions adopted in this study are given in Figure 2 . The 3D shapes of the four blades are plotted in Figure 13 . Compared with the baseline ND-TAC blade, the control point of the sweep at 100% span is forward and backward shifted by 12% of the mean chord length to form the blades FS and BS, respectively. Moreover, the control point of the lean at 100% of the span is positively and negatively shifted by 3.5% of the mean leading-trailing edge deviation to produce the blades PL and NL, respectively. Although the position of the blade tip airfoil in the flow passage is changed in accordance with the sweep and lean, the geometry parameters of the 2D airfoil, including the thickness, camber and chord length, are unchanged. Additionally, the relative position of the circumferential grooves to the blade tip is fixed, regardless of how the blade is re-stacked.
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(a) (b) Figure 15 . Spanwise distribution of the total pressure ratio at the design point for (a) swept blades and (b) leaned blades. Figure 16 shows the radial relative velocities at each groove-casing interface. varies with the sweep in the tip (see Figure 16a-c) . As shown in Figure 16d , compared with the baseline blade, the forward sweep reduces the aspiration of the front three grooves, and the backward sweep increases the aspiration of the front two grooves while obviously reducing the aspiration of the last one. Figure 16e) shows that the injection of fluids from the grooves to the passage is suppressed by the forward sweep in the front four grooves. By contrast, in the backward swept blade BS, the injection of the front four grooves is enhanced. To sum up, the forward sweep tends to decrease the injection and aspiration of grooves, while the backward sweep shows an opposite trend to the forward sweep in terms of affecting the fluid exchange at the groove-casing interfaces. The sweep is found to shift the spanwise loading as well as the chordwise loading [35] ; therefore, the aspiration and injection of the grooves in the corresponding area vary with the changes of the blade loading.
Although the relative position between the circumferential grooves and the tip airfoil is unchanged when the sweep and lean are introduced, the interactions between the blade and CGCT are altered, which impacts the performance of the blade and the effectiveness of the grooves. The effects of the 3D blading on the CGCT suggest that it is promising to achieve better design point performance while ensuring an adequate stable operating range by considering 3D blading in the process of the CGCT design. Figure 16d , compared with the baseline blade, the forward sweep reduces the aspiration of the front three grooves, and the backward sweep increases the aspiration of the front two grooves while obviously reducing the aspiration of the last one. Figure 16e) shows that the injection of fluids from the grooves to the passage is suppressed by the forward sweep in the front four grooves. By contrast, in the backward swept blade BS, the injection of the front four grooves is enhanced. To sum up, the forward sweep tends to decrease the injection and aspiration of grooves, while the backward sweep shows an opposite trend to the forward sweep in terms of affecting the fluid exchange at the groove-casing interfaces. The sweep is found to shift the spanwise loading as well as the chordwise loading [35] ; therefore, the aspiration and injection of the grooves in the corresponding area vary with the changes of the blade loading.
Although the relative position between the circumferential grooves and the tip airfoil is unchanged when the sweep and lean are introduced, the interactions between the blade and CGCT are altered, which impacts the performance of the blade and the effectiveness of the grooves. The effects of the 3D blading on the CGCT suggest that it is promising to achieve better design point performance while ensuring an adequate stable operating range by considering 3D blading in the process of the CGCT design. 
CGCT-Blade Integrated Optimization
Because the CGCT-blade interactions are found to play a significant role in altering the rotor's performance and stability, we undertake an integrated optimization of the CGCT-blade combination. The goal is to verify the effectiveness of the CGCT design strategy that introduces 3D blading to the blade tip during the optimization of the grooves' axial distribution.
Optimization Setup
The sweep and lean of the blade tip and the axial distribution of the circumferential grooves are optimized together. The total number of design variables is four. The variation ranges of the sweep and lean at the blade tip are [−12%, +12%] and [−3.5%, +3.5%], respectively. The ranges of and controlling the grooves' location are [−0.8%, +20%] and [1.6%, 12%], respectively. A negative value of means that the first groove is upstream of the leading edge. The variation range of equals 0.2-1.5 times the width of the groove. Since the width of each groove is 8% of , , the start position of groove can be expressed by Equation (3):
where ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}. A hybrid aerodynamic optimization algorithm HSADE [36] is used in this paper to search a Pareto Front. HSADE combines the differential evolution (DE) algorithm with the radial basis function (RBF) response surface. Specifically, DE is a stochastic evolutionary optimization algorithm, well-known for its robustness, its strong global searching ability, and its suitability for highdimensional problems [36] . RBF evaluates the similarity between the candidate design variables and known samples in the design space to predict their corresponding objective functions by interpolation. The results are used to construct the response surface for searching for potential optimal individuals. The Pareto Front is a group of optimal individuals that are not dominated by any other individuals obtained by the multi-objective optimization. To sum up, embedding RBF response surfaces into the basic DE improves the local searching ability of the basic DE, which helps to boost the convergence while obtaining an ideal Pareto Front.
The population size of each generation is nine. The total pressure ratio and the adiabatic efficiency at the design point are set as the two objectives for the optimization. Three operating conditions, namely, the choking point, design point, and near-stall point, are computed for each design in the optimization process. The operating conditions, design constraints, and objectives of the CGCT-blade integrated optimization problem are listed in Table 5 . Note that the stall mass flow Although the relative position between the circumferential grooves and the tip airfoil is unchanged when the sweep and lean are introduced, the interactions between the blade and CGCT are altered, which impacts the performance of the blade and the effectiveness of the grooves. The effects of the 3D blading on the CGCT suggest that it is promising to achieve better design point performance while ensuring an adequate stable operating range by considering 3D blading in the process of the CGCT design.
CGCT-Blade Integrated Optimization
Optimization Setup
The sweep and lean of the blade tip and the axial distribution of the circumferential grooves are optimized together. The total number of design variables is four. The variation ranges of the sweep and lean at the blade tip are [−12%, +12%] and [−3.5%, +3.5%], respectively. The ranges of k and s controlling the grooves' location are [−0.8%, +20%] and [1.6%, 12%], respectively. A negative value of k means that the first groove is upstream of the leading edge. The variation range of s equals 0.2-1.5 times the width of the groove. Since the width of each groove is 8% of C ax, tip , the start position of groove N can be expressed by Equation (3):
where N ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. A hybrid aerodynamic optimization algorithm HSADE [36] is used in this paper to search a Pareto Front. HSADE combines the differential evolution (DE) algorithm with the radial basis function (RBF) response surface. Specifically, DE is a stochastic evolutionary optimization algorithm, well-known for its robustness, its strong global searching ability, and its suitability for high-dimensional problems [36] . RBF evaluates the similarity between the candidate design variables and known samples in the design space to predict their corresponding objective functions by interpolation. The results are used to construct the response surface for searching for potential optimal individuals. The Pareto Front is a group of optimal individuals that are not dominated by any other individuals obtained by the multi-objective optimization. To sum up, embedding RBF response surfaces into the basic DE improves the local searching ability of the basic DE, which helps to boost the convergence while obtaining an ideal Pareto Front.
The population size of each generation is nine. The total pressure ratio and the adiabatic efficiency at the design point are set as the two objectives for the optimization. Three operating conditions, namely, the choking point, design point, and near-stall point, are computed for each design in the optimization process. The operating conditions, design constraints, and objectives of the CGCT-blade integrated optimization problem are listed in Table 5 . Note that the stall mass flow of the baseline ND-TAC rotor is 8.67 kg/s, and a baseline CGCT can decrease the stall mass flow by more than 0.7 kg/s; therefore, the near-stall condition of the rotor with the CGCT is set at 8.10 kg/s. Once the optimized blade with the CGCT is able to operate at 8.10 kg/s with a total pressure ratio of at least 1.511, the newly obtained CGCT-blade combination is considered to have a sufficient stall margin. The purpose of the CGCT-blade optimization is to obtain improvements to P t0, rat and η at the design point, as well as a favorable stall margin. Table 5 . Definition of the CGCT-blade integrated optimization problem.
Working Conditions
Constraints Objectives choking point 10.08 kg/s ≤ m ≤ 10.34 kg/s -design point (m = 9.67 kg/s) -max P t0, rat and max η near-stall point (m = 8.10 kg/s) P t0, rat ≥ 1.511 -
Results and Analysis
The optimization ran for 3400 CPU hours on a cluster with 300 cores in total, and it converged after 32 generations. The optimization histories of the two objectives are plotted in Figure 17 . The performance differences between the individuals in the last few generations are small, and the objective values are concentrated on a narrow strip, which indicates that the optimization has converged. of the baseline ND-TAC rotor is 8.67 kg/s, and a baseline CGCT can decrease the stall mass flow by more than 0.7 kg/s; therefore, the near-stall condition of the rotor with the CGCT is set at 8.10 kg/s. Once the optimized blade with the CGCT is able to operate at 8.10 kg/s with a total pressure ratio of at least 1.511, the newly obtained CGCT-blade combination is considered to have a sufficient stall margin. The purpose of the CGCT-blade optimization is to obtain improvements to , and at the design point, as well as a favorable stall margin. 
The optimization ran for 3400 CPU hours on a cluster with 300 cores in total, and it converged after 32 generations. The optimization histories of the two objectives are plotted in Figure 17 . The performance differences between the individuals in the last few generations are small, and the objective values are concentrated on a narrow strip, which indicates that the optimization has converged.
(a) (b) Figure 17 . Convergence histories of the two design objectives: (a) the total pressure ratio, and (b) the adiabatic efficiency.
The values of the two design objectives of the individuals produced in the CGCT-blade optimization are plotted in Figure 18a . Performances of baseline blade 0, swept blade FS, BS, and leaned blade PL and NL, which have been discussed in Section 4.2, are also indicated in the figure with blue deltas. Compared with the tested blades, the CGCT-blade integrated optimization further improves the total pressure ratio , and the adiabatic efficiency . The result verifies the effectiveness of the CGCT-blade integrated optimization strategy. The Pareto Front of the optimization is shown in Figure 18b . The difference between these optimal individuals is less than 0.02% for , and no greater than 0.05% for . The values of the two design objectives of the individuals produced in the CGCT-blade optimization are plotted in Figure 18a . Performances of baseline blade 0, swept blade FS, BS, and leaned blade PL and NL, which have been discussed in Section 4.2, are also indicated in the figure with blue deltas. Compared with the tested blades, the CGCT-blade integrated optimization further improves the total pressure ratio P t0, rat and the adiabatic efficiency η. The result verifies the effectiveness of Figure 18b . The difference between these optimal individuals is less than 0.02% for P t0, rat and no greater than 0.05% for η. Table 6 shows the average design performance of the grooved tested blades and the grooved optimized blades on the Pareto Front. The average performance of all of the grooved swept and leaned blades manually generated for the test is slightly lower than the performance of grooved baseline blade 0 + CT_b. Compared with 0 + CT_b, the CGCT-blade integrated optimization improves , and by 0.53% and 0.29%, respectively. When the optimization results are compared with the solid-casing baseline blade, the above two values increase to 1.19% and 0.90%, respectively. For the optimal individuals on the Pareto Front, the average values and variances of the four design variables are shown in Table 7 . The differences between these optimal individuals are very small. The optimal blades are characterized by a forward swept and positive leaned tip. The distance between two adjacent grooves is approximately 7.7% of , , which is approximately 96% of the grooves' width. By substituting the average values of and into Equation (3), we find that the axial coverage of the CGCT obtained in the optimization is located between 11.7% and 82.5% of , . The CGCT-blade combination ID 277 marked by the black circle in Figure 18b is taken as the representative of the optimization for further analysis. The values of the sweep, lean, k, and s of ID 277 are 12.0000%, 2.8466%, 11.7790%, and 7.6247%, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, the blade of ID 277 is named "P", and the CGCT of ID 277 is named "CT_p" in the following discussion. Table 6 shows the average design performance of the grooved tested blades and the grooved optimized blades on the Pareto Front. The average performance of all of the grooved swept and leaned blades manually generated for the test is slightly lower than the performance of grooved baseline blade 0 + CT_b. Compared with 0 + CT_b, the CGCT-blade integrated optimization improves P t0, rat and η by 0.53% and 0.29%, respectively. When the optimization results are compared with the solid-casing baseline blade, the above two values increase to 1.19% and 0.90%, respectively. For the optimal individuals on the Pareto Front, the average values and variances of the four design variables are shown in Table 7 . The differences between these optimal individuals are very small. The optimal blades are characterized by a forward swept and positive leaned tip. The distance between two adjacent grooves is approximately 7.7% of C ax,tip , which is approximately 96% of the grooves' width. By substituting the average values of k and s into Equation (3), we find that the axial coverage of the CGCT obtained in the optimization is located between 11.7% and 82.5% of C ax,tip . The CGCT-blade combination ID 277 marked by the black circle in Figure 18b is taken as the representative of the optimization for further analysis. The values of the sweep, lean, k, and s of ID 277 are 12.0000%, 2.8466%, 11.7790%, and 7.6247%, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, the blade of ID 277 is named "P", and the CGCT of ID 277 is named "CT_p" in the following discussion.
To eliminate the influence of the grid density and numerical errors on the prediction of the performance gains, the fine mesh used to conduct the grid convergence study is generated in the passage of blade P for validation. The design point performance predicted by the medium and fine mesh are compared in Table 8 . Although the medium mesh slightly overestimates P t0, rat and η when compared with the fine mesh, the improvements in P t0, rat and η predicted by the medium mesh are close to the improvements given by the fine mesh. Therefore, it is proved that the refinement of the grid does not change the trend of the optimization, and the performance improvement predicted by the medium mesh in the optimizer is reliable. The analysis based on results of the medium mesh is performed to further investigate the inner mechanisms. The speed curves of ID 277 with and without the CGCT are shown in Figure 19 . The baseline blade installed with CT_p is also simulated for comparison. As shown by the blue solid squares and the black solid diamonds, the design point performance of the solid casing blade P is almost identical with the performance of the baseline blade, which indicates that the benefits of CGCT-blade integrated optimization are not obtained by improving the solid casing blade's performance. After installing CGCT, the stall mass flow is reduced below 8 kg/s in both rotors, and the near-stall performance of both are very similar, which shows that the ability of optimized grooves CT_p to extend the stall margin does not vary with the re-shape of the baseline blade. The zoom-in views at the design point show that the performance improvement induced by optimized grooves CT_p in the optimized blade P is larger than the corresponding improvement in the baseline blade. This result demonstrates that the CGCT-blade integrated optimization which alters the 3D shape of the blade and the axial distribution of the CGCT simultaneously, improves the CGCT-blade interactions to pursue an optimal CGCT-blade combination. The working capacities and efficiencies of the baseline blade and optimized blade with and without installing CT_p are compared along the spanwise direction in Figure 20 . In Figure 20a , the total pressure ratio of optimized blade P is reduced only in the tip region by the forward sweep and positive lean. When CT_p is installed, the total pressure ratio continues to decrease above 90% of the span, however, it increases below 90% of the span. Moreover, the total pressure ratio improvement induced by CT_p below 90% of the span in optimized blade P is obviously larger than the improvement in the baseline blade. Figure 20b shows that the efficiency improvement induced by CT_p is concentrated in the region above 85% of the span. The improvement of the efficiency in optimized blade P is also larger than the corresponding improvement in the baseline blade. The comparison of the diffusion factors in the spanwise direction is shown in Figure 20c . In the solid casing rotor, the forward sweep and positive lean in optimized blade P slightly reduce the tip loading; however, when CT_p is installed, optimized blade P has a more significant tip loading reduction than what the baseline blade has. Meanwhile, the enhancement of the loading in the non-tip region induced by CT_p is larger in optimized blade P than that in the baseline blade 0, which indicates that the forward swept and positive leaned blade tip improves the effectiveness of CT_p. These three plots demonstrate that the good performance of the optimal CGCT-blade combination is attributable to the redistributed spanwise loading caused by the CGCT-blade interactions in the tip region. Because the optimization does not change the design point performance of the solid casing rotor, the spanwise loading redistribution works to improve the CGCT-blade interactions, which is helpful to achieve a better overall performance of the CGCT-blade combination. Figure 20a shows that the difference in the total pressure ratio between 0 + CT_p and P + CT_p is remarkable at 85% of the span; thus, the static pressure ( ) distributions at the corresponding position are plotted in Figure 21 for comparison. The forward sweep and positive lean in the tip of blade P push the shockwave downstream, leading to a larger aft-loading in chordwise direction. After installing CT_p, on the pressure side is increased. Compared with CT_p in the baseline blade, the zoom-in view in this figure shows that CT_p in the optimized blade is more effective at increasing on the pressure side between 50% and 95% of the chord length. Note that in this section of the optimized blade with a solid casing equals of the baseline blade with a solid casing, which means the increase of induced by CGCT is further improved after the CGCT-blade optimization. The working capacities and efficiencies of the baseline blade and optimized blade with and without installing CT_p are compared along the spanwise direction in Figure 20 . In Figure 20a , the total pressure ratio of optimized blade P is reduced only in the tip region by the forward sweep and positive lean. When CT_p is installed, the total pressure ratio continues to decrease above 90% of the span, however, it increases below 90% of the span. Moreover, the total pressure ratio improvement induced by CT_p below 90% of the span in optimized blade P is obviously larger than the improvement in the baseline blade. Figure 20b shows that the efficiency improvement induced by CT_p is concentrated in the region above 85% of the span. The improvement of the efficiency in optimized blade P is also larger than the corresponding improvement in the baseline blade. The comparison of the diffusion factors in the spanwise direction is shown in Figure 20c . In the solid casing rotor, the forward sweep and positive lean in optimized blade P slightly reduce the tip loading; however, when CT_p is installed, optimized blade P has a more significant tip loading reduction than what the baseline blade has. Meanwhile, the enhancement of the loading in the non-tip region induced by CT_p is larger in optimized blade P than that in the baseline blade 0, which indicates that the forward swept and positive leaned blade tip improves the effectiveness of CT_p. These three plots demonstrate that the good performance of the optimal CGCT-blade combination is attributable to the redistributed spanwise loading caused by the CGCT-blade interactions in the tip region. Because the optimization does not change the design point performance of the solid casing rotor, the spanwise loading redistribution works to improve the CGCT-blade interactions, which is helpful to achieve a better overall performance of the CGCT-blade combination. Figure 20a shows that the difference in the total pressure ratio between 0 + CT_p and P + CT_p is remarkable at 85% of the span; thus, the static pressure (P s ) distributions at the corresponding position are plotted in Figure 21 for comparison. The forward sweep and positive lean in the tip of blade P push the shockwave downstream, leading to a larger aft-loading in chordwise direction. After installing CT_p, P s on the pressure side is increased. Compared with CT_p in the baseline blade, the zoom-in view in this figure shows that CT_p in the optimized blade is more effective at increasing P s on the pressure side between 50% and 95% of the chord length. Note that P s in this section of the optimized blade with a solid casing equals P s of the baseline blade with a solid casing, which means the increase of P s induced by CGCT is further improved after the CGCT-blade optimization. Figure 20 . Spanwise distribution of (a) the total pressure ratio, (b) the adiabatic efficiency, and (c) the diffusion factor at the design point for optimal blade P and baseline blade 0 with and without CT_p. At 93% of the span, flow structures of 0 + CT_p and P + CT_p are shown in Figure 22 . The main differences between the two flow fields are illustrated in this figure. The detached bow shock in the flow passage of blade P that has a forward swept and positive leaned tip is closer to the downstream. The area of the shock-induced separation on the suction side (SS) of blade P is also smaller. Moreover, because CGCT in blade P is more effective at relieving the blockage than CGCT in the baseline blade is, the flow tube sandwiched between PS and the blockage expands, which decelerates the near-wall flow inside the tube and increases the static pressure in the aft-part of the blade tip (see Figure 21) . To sum up, when the airfoil is more aft-loaded in chordwise direction due to the forward sweep and positive lean, the effectiveness of CGCT to enhance the working capacity of the aft-part of the blade is improved. At 93% of the span, flow structures of 0 + CT_p and P + CT_p are shown in Figure 22 . The main differences between the two flow fields are illustrated in this figure. The detached bow shock in the flow passage of blade P that has a forward swept and positive leaned tip is closer to the downstream. The area of the shock-induced separation on the suction side (SS) of blade P is also smaller. Moreover, because CGCT in blade P is more effective at relieving the blockage than CGCT in the baseline blade is, the flow tube sandwiched between PS and the blockage expands, which decelerates the near-wall flow inside the tube and increases the static pressure in the aft-part of the blade tip (see Figure 21) . To sum up, when the airfoil is more aft-loaded in chordwise direction due to the forward sweep and positive lean, the effectiveness of CGCT to enhance the working capacity of the aft-part of the blade is improved. 
Conclusions
This paper studies multiple circumferential casing grooves' axial distribution design and optimization. The conventional CGCT design with a given blade is developed into a CGCT-blade integrated optimization. In the process of the optimization, the performance of CGCT-blade combinations is evaluated at the choking point, design point and near-stall point, which fulfills the constraints while improving the objectives. The work can be summarized as follows:
(1) A CGCT-blade combination with good design point performance does not necessarily results in good near-stall performance. For the ND-TAC rotor, the most effective CGCT that leads to the greatest working capacity improvement in the blade at the design point is located between 40% and 100% of the tip chord length; however, this CGCT configuration results in the smallest stall margin enhancement, because the grooves near the trailing edge are ineffective at suppressing the growth of the blockage in the tip region. Therefore, it is suggested that the CGCT design should coordinate the effects of CGCT under both the design and near-stall conditions.
(2) The sweep and lean introduced to the tip alter the CGCT-blade interactions, leading to the performance variations. The working ability of the blade at different span, as well as the fluid exchange between the passage and the grooves, are affected by the 3D blading, thus, it is promising to obtain a better CGCT-blade combination if the sweep and lean are introduced in the process of the CGCT design.
(3) The CGCT-blade integrated optimization improves the coupling between the CGCT and the blade tip, which strengthens the ability of the CGCT in improving the rotor's design point performance. Compared with the baseline blade and all of the tested re-stacked blades with CGCTs, 
(3) The CGCT-blade integrated optimization improves the coupling between the CGCT and the blade tip, which strengthens the ability of the CGCT in improving the rotor's design point performance. Compared with the baseline blade and all of the tested re-stacked blades with CGCTs, the CGCT-blade integrated optimization achieves the highest total pressure ratio and adiabatic efficiency while maintaining a sufficient stall margin. In the optimal CGCT-blade combination, a forward swept and positive leaned tip are generated, together with a CGCT located between 11.7% and 82.5% of C ax,tip . In the spanwise direction, the blade loading is reduced in the tip region. In the chordwise direction, the detached bow shock is pushed downstream and the blade is more aft-loaded. These variations in loading are good for the CGCT to reduce the blockage and enhance the working capacity of the non-tip span and aft-part of the blade.
The newly developed CGCT-blade integration optimization method is helpful for advancing the understanding of CGCT-blade interactions. The combination of the CGCT and the 3D blading technique breaks the boundary between the CGCT design and the blade design. However, this design strategy is only verified in the ND-TAC rotor with the assistance of CFD. Efforts are needed to validate the effectiveness of this method in other types of rotors by both CFD calculations and experiments.
In future work, the CGCT-blade integrated design and optimization method will be refined by introducing more design variables to increase the design freedom of both the blade and CGCT. 
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